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Please ensure that before you begin this Rainbow Intuitive Healing System course you:
1) Have completed Advanced Usui Reiki Master Teacher (Level 9). AND
2) Have completed either of the Ascension Pathway ebooks
a) The Uni ed Pathway To Transcending The Light (Volume 3) O
b) The Pathway To Light (Volume 7)
3) Have allowed yourself a minimum of 6 months from the completion of any other Rainbow
Intuitive Healing System *ebook
4) Have allowed yourself a minimum of 21 days from the completion of
- any Ascension Pathway attunement and/o
- any Love Inspiration *ebook (eg. Divine Light, Kundalini Reiki, Usui Reiki, Master Level
Symbols ebook etc
(Note that in points 3 & 4, the completion of an ebook means you have completed the whole ebook
including all attunements, waiting times and compulsory daily / self healing practices, whereas the
completion of an attunement means you have completed the attunement and not necessarily any waiting
times or associated practices.)
5) Have activated (unlocked) the Financial Aid energies, attunement & Rainbow Intuitive
Healing System Cards using the activation code & instructions on the next page

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.
With love, we wish you much light on your Rainbow Intuitive Healing journey!

If you have not already done so, please feel free to do any or all of the following
in order to help you on your Rainbow Intuitive Healing System journey
• Sign up for free monthly Ascension Healing (sent on the 11th of the month)
• Sign up for free monthly Di-Ascension Healing (sent on the 21st of the month)
• Sign up for an Ascension Healing Booster
• Join the Love Inspiration Community Facebook page
• Download the Love Inspiration Handbook as an accompaniment to this ebook
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Activating (Unlocking) The Financial Aid Energies:
Before opening up to these Financial Aid energies, it is very
important that you rstly activate or ‘unlock’ the energies,
attunement & Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards in this
ebook. Once this is completed, you will then be ready to
begin
The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and
should only take you around ve minutes or so to complete
(For more information about the activation codes or the
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).
1) Preparation:
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some so0thing or relaxing music,
light some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
2) Invocation:
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together,
position and saying the following:

ngertips touching in prayer

“With in nite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the
energies, attunement & Healing System Cards for the Rainbow
Intuitive Healing System - Financial Aid. With the unique
activation code 49170̷ 2344 may this be so. May this activation
bene t all beings. Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

3) Receiving:
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. A er this
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete
4) Understanding:
Once you have completed your activation, you may like to read through - “Activation Codes and
Suggested Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the
maximum bene ts from all of these healing energies, the attunement and practices. A er this, you
are now ready to begin opening up and receiving these divine, healing Financial Aid energies. May
you gracefully receive these with much love & light and with an intention to bene t all beings

**********
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An Overview & Outline Of The Rainbow Intuitive Healing System:
The Rainbow Intuitive Healing System is a special set of energies that uses symbols, a ‘Rainbow Seal’
and a ‘Golden Seal’ to give deep healing into speci c sets of unique circumstances. There are three
individual ebooks available which can be received in any order by anyone who has completed the
prerequisites. You can complete one, two or all three ebooks as you wish. Simply open up to
whichever energies feel right for you at the time. Wonderful! The ebooks, their information and
prerequisites are shown in the below table

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Ebook

Information

Ebook 1
Grief &
Trauma
Aid

The Grief & Trauma Aid energies have been
specifically brought through to aid those
suffering from grief or a severe trauma. The
Grief & Trauma Aid energies speed up/
accelerate the Grief / Trauma healing
process by working through a series of
layers of healing.

Prerequisite

Timeframe

Advanced Usui Reiki Master
Teacher (Level 9)

21 days

(see more on Page III of each ebook)

Minimum of 6 months between Ebooks

Ebook 2
Surgery
Aid

The Surgery Aid energies have been
specifically brought through to aid those who
are about to undergo, or who have already
undergone a surgical procedure. The presurgery energies help the recipient to
prepare for the surgery and the post-surgery
energies help the recipient to heal and
accept any life changes after the surgery.

Advanced Usui Reiki Master
Teacher (Level 9)

28 days

Minimum of 6 months between Ebooks

Ebook 3
Financial
Aid

The Financial Aid energies have been
specifically brought through to aid those
suffering from financial obstacles or
difficulties. The Financial Aid energies speed
up/accelerate the ‘Financial’ healing process
by working through a series of layers of
healing.

Advanced Usui Reiki Master
Teacher (Level 9)
AND
The Unified Pathway To
Transcending The Light (Volume 3)
OR
The Pathway To Light (Volume 7)

21 days

Minimum Total Completion Time for the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System = ~15 months
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Financial Aid
Rainbow Intuitive Healing System

Welcome To The Financial Aid Energies:
It is with much love that we welcome you to the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System (RIHS) and to
the Financial Aid energies. Whether this is your rst or last RIHS ebook, we hope that you will enjoy
these beautiful healing energies! We would also like to lovingly congratulate you on completing The
Uni ed Pathway To Transcending The Light (Volume 3) or The Pathway To Light (Volume 7). This is
another amazing step forwards on your Ascension Pathway journey. Congratulations
The Rainbow Intuitive Healing System is a very unique and precious gi , with each set of new
energies being dedicated towards very speci c circumstances. Here in this ebook, these energies
focus on aiding those who are su ering from nancial obstacles or di culties. And to start with, let
us now share an introductory message that we received from Higher Consciousness

“Free- owing nancial abundance is directly rela d karmic circumstances and your in n on for
your nancial abundance. Do not be fooled in
nancial abundance for egoic greed.
As you have progressed on your healing pathway, you will have already understood that the results
from a healing session will always be dependent on the recipient’s karmic circumstances. And the
Financial Aid energies work in the exactly same way i.e. in direct alignment with the recipient’s
karma. Therefore, as a rst step, it may be helpful to understand more about karma and the concept
of accumulating karmic merits and for those wishing to delve a little deeper into this, we lovingly
invite you to check out our Accumulating Karmic Merits In The Highest Possible Way webpage.
Overall however, we trust that if you are receiving these energies, then the divine
elements of karma, including divine timing and merit are with you and that you are
ready to receive these deeply healing energies, in order to help both yourself and
others to move through any nancial di culties. May these energies help to deeply
uproot all obstacles, in order to bring about divine healing followed by joy & abundance
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1. An Overview Of Financial Aid:
The Financial Aid energies can be completed in 21 days and require an attunement, followed by seven
Self Healing sessions (once every three days for 21 days), as shown in the table below. From Day 22
the energies can then be used on others. Note that the Golden Seal is completed only in the last
three sets of self healings

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System

Financial Aid

Day
1

Information
Attunement (~20 minutes)
Self Healing 1: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra) = ~89 minutes

2-3

Rest days

4

Self Healing 2: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra) = ~89 minutes

5-6

Rest days

7

Self Healing 3: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra) = ~89 minutes

8-9

Rest days

10

Self Healing 4: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra) = ~89 minutes

11 - 12

Rest days

13

Self Healing 5: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra
+ Golden Seal @ 5 mins) = ~94 minutes

14 - 15

Rest days

16

Self Healing 6: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra
+ Golden Seal @ 5 mins) = ~94 minutes

17 - 18

Rest days

19

Self Healing 7: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra
+ Golden Seal @ 5 mins) = ~94 minutes

20 - 21

Rest days. (Self Healing & Activation of energies is now complete on Day 21).

22

Congratulations! You may now begin using the energies on others.
Total Completion Time for Financial Aid = 21 days

www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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2. When To Give A Financial Aid Healing Session:
The Financial Aid energies have been speci cally brought through to aid those su ering from
nancial obstacles or di culties. They speed up/accelerate the ‘ nancial’ healing process by working
through a series of layers of healing. The energies are recommended to be given as per the
information in the box below
The Financial Aid Energies Are Recommended To Be Given
• Once per week for seven weeks - TOTAL of 7 Sessions
O
• Week 1 = two sessions (3-4 days apart) AND
Weeks 2 - 7 = one session per week - TOTAL = 8 sessions
A er the above 7 or 8 sessions have been given, additional ‘extra’ sessions can be given as required

These recommendations are for both in-person or by-distance healing sessions.

****
Having reached this point of your journey, you will no doubt have
many di erent energies to both call on (for self healing) & o er (for
healing others) and with this in mind, we would now like to o er some
loving information about when these Financial Aid energies might be
appropriate to use.
Trust your intuitio
Like all energy based healing practices, if you are feeling that you or
the person you are treating could bene t from the Financial Aid
energies, then please go ahead and share with love. For example, if
you have a feeling that a person may bene t from the Financial Aid
energies (i.e. the thought comes to you during a normal Reiki session, or
you are talking to a person and it pops into your head, or perhaps you are
talking about it with someone and they show interest), then it is possible
that you are being divinely guided to share these energies.
Even if the person is not currently experiencing any nancial
di culties and even if they have not recently undergone any
signi cant nancial hardship, these energies may still be divinely
appropriate. For example, there may be an old or deep nancial
obstacle that is needing to be healed. (Please note here that the
recipient may or may not be aware of this obstacle, as it may be
something that they thought they had already dealt with, or it may
be from a past life)

.
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Financial “Greed” & Giving These Healing Session
The words “Financial Aid” are likely to stir grand emotions within any recipient, who may believe
that they are receiving healing sessions to suddenly become rich, or to melt away all their nancial
problems. Therefore, before o ering a session, it is very important that each recipient understands
what Higher Consciousness has explained:

“Free- owing nancial abundance is directly rela d karmic
circumstances and your in n on for your nancial abundance.
Do not be fooled in
nancial abundance for egoic greed.
As mentioned previously, it may be helpful for the recipient to understand more about karma and
the idea of accumulating karmic merits, to help both oneself and others. And again, there is more
information about this on our Accumulating Karmic Merits In The Highest Possible Way webpage
It is important to understand that if a recipient’s intention is to “get rich” or “win the lottery” or “buy
a Porsche”, then likely the recipient will leave the sessions disappointed, because they will not see the
deep healing that is taking place.

Lastly, as a practitioner, you may choose not to offer these sessions, simply because of the difficulties
associated with greed and people’s expectations. Higher Consciousness want you to know that this is
ok.

.
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3. Preparing For Your Attunement & Self-Healing Practices:
As with all of the Love Inspiration teachings and healing systems, we have done our very best to
ensure that the attunement & self healing processes described in the upcoming sections are as simple
and straightforward as possible.
It is important to note however that the processes in this Rainbow Intuitive Healing System take on
a rather di erent format to that which you may be used to in the Usui Reiki healing system or
Ascension Pathways, therefore we kindly suggest that you take some time to prepare for the
attunement & self healing practices by doing the following
1. Read through Sections 3, 4 & 5 (and 6 will be helpful too) carefully in advance to ensure that you
are comfortable and familiar with everything prior to scheduling and commencing the
attunement & self healing practices
2. If you are intending to use the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards (this is optional), then
see Appendix One for information on how to make them, activate them, store them and use
them
3. Organise two candles for your attunement (required) plus one candle for each of your seven self
healing sessions (optional). Add an extra candle & incense if you wish to o er to the Paramatmas
Gurus (see Step 1 - Preparation on the next page)
4. If it feels right for you, you may like to set up an altar or similar space with images of the
Paramatma Gurus (Maha Sambodhi Dharma Sangha Guru and 7 Gurus) so that they are present
in your attunement space / self healing space / healing room. If you do have Their images present,
it is a good idea to light a candle and o er incense to them as part of your pre attunement / self
healing / healing preparation. (Making o erings to the Paramatma Gurus increases the merit for
the attunement / self healing or healing session). Therefore if you wish to do this, it is a good idea
to have the images or altar set up plus incense and candles on hand, ready to o er. The best
incense to o er is pure Sandalwood (however any ‘pure/natural’ incense is also ok)
5. Schedule the dates & times for your attunement & self healing practices. Things that you will
need to take into consideration are
• Because your attunement is taken on Day 1 and the rst Self Healing practice is also commenced
on Day 1 you will need to plan enough time to complete the attunement (~20minutes) and the
self healing practice (~90 minutes) all on Day 1
• As the self healing practices are best take at approximately the same time each day, it is perhaps
best to schedule your self healing practice time of day rst (e.g. 7pm) - and then work backwards
to the commencement time of your attunement (e.g. 6.30pm)
• Because the self healing practices over the 21 days are very strict (i.e. it is best not to miss a
healing or to leave any extra rest days inbetween plus the self healing practices are best done at
the same time each day) it is a good idea to carefully plan your attunement and self healing
practices well in advance, to be undertaken at such time where you can fully commit to them and
are best able to complete everything exactly as instructed. As explained in Section 5, should you
miss a self healing practice, or leave more or less than two days inbetween the self healings,
then it is best that you start the whole self-healing practices again right from the beginning.
Therefore it is best to plan carefully and be fully committed to the schedule once it is scheduled
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4. Instructions For Receiving Your Financial Aid Attunement:
Now that you have read through Section 3 and have planned & prepared for your attunement and
self healing practices, you are now ready to commence your attunement
NOTE: Please ensure that you have activated (unlocked) the Financial Aid energies, attunement &
Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards in this ebook prior to commencing
this attunement
The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute process which
unlocks the energies and gives you access to them. Once you have unlocked
the energies, this means that all the Financial Aid energies have been
activated speci cally for you. You are therefore then ready to continue your
Financial Aid journey by working through this ebook, at your own pace and
receiving the energies as outlined.
If you have not yet activated / unlocked the Financial Aid energies for
yourself, you may do this by following the instructions on Page III of this
ebook

Once you have unlocked the energies and you feel ready to commence your Financial
Aid attunement, please open up to receiving the energies in line with the process
outlined below. And most importantly, relax, open and enjoy your attunement with
love & gratitude and for the bene t of all!
We hope you have a wonderful attunement

1. Preparation:
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at
least 20 minutes. If you are using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards then ensure that these
are activated and ready for use. (See Appendix One). Ensure you have two candles ready to light for
Steps 2 and Step 3 (in addition to any candles/incense that you are using here in Step 1)
If you wish to, you may like to have the images of the Paramatma Gurus (Maha Sambodhi Dharma
Sangha Guru and 7 Gurus) present in your healing room/ attunement space, if it feels right for you. If
you do have Their images present, it is a good idea to light a candle and o er incense to them as part
of your pre-session preparation. Making o erings to the Paramatma Gurus increases the merit for
the healing session. Remember to light the candle & incense with an expansive intention for the
bene t of all beings, including yourself
2. Invoke the Financial Aid Attunement:
Invoke the Financial Aid attunement by rstly lighting a candle and secondly, placing your hands
together, ngertips touching in prayer position, and saying the below invocation. If you are going to
use the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards (optional) then it is a good idea to hold these cards
between your palms (stacked, in order) whilst you say the invocation

.
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“With loving kindness and an intention to bene t all, I humbly
ask to gracefully receive the attunement for the Rainbow
Intuitive Healing System - Financial Aid. May these energies be
attuned within me, wholly and completely, for the in nite
bene t of all beings. Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

Now your attunement will commence and will take around 4 - 8 minutes to nish so please allow for
around 10 minutes or so. You can either time yourself here or you can simply wait until you feel the
energy drop o a little bit. (Please note that everyone’s attunement time may be slightly di erent so
always trust your intuition and use as much time as you need)
Also, the energy tends to build during the attunement so if you don’t feel anything at the beginning,
don’t worry – it is still working!
Please also know that you do not need to leave your hands in prayer position for the duration of
your attunement. Please feel free to rest your hands either by your side, over your Heart Chakra or
wherever you feel most comfortable
And as with all attunements, you may feel some energy moving during this time, perhaps you may
feel relaxing vibrations or some may feel almost nothing happen. Whatever the case may be for you,
please know that you will receive the Financial Aid attunement energies in accordance with your
own highest good and with this, you will be able to work with these energies in your self healing
practices described in the next section
3. Closing the Attunement:
As always, it is good practice to close our attunement with love and gratitude. Perhaps you wish to
say something like the following. (Again, if you wish to, it is a good idea to hold the Rainbow
Intuitive Healing System Cards in between your palms (stacked, in order) whilst they are in prayer
position, as you say the closing thanks).

“With loving kindness and an intention to bene t all, I humbly
and whole-heartedly o er my sincerest gratitude for receiving
these the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System - Financial Aid
attunement energies. May these energies bene t all.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

A er saying the closing thanks, please now light a candle as a thankyou o ering.

Congratulations, your Financial Aid attunement is now complete and you may begin the self
healing practices outlined in the next section.
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5. Instructions For Completing The Self Healing (Activation):
A er your attunement on Day 1, you may then commence your
commencing the 21 day period of self healing

rst Self Healing practice, thus

The self healing is to be completed once every three days for 21 days (i.e. 7 times over the 21 day
period). Note that the rst four self healing sessions do not have the Golden Seal and the last three
do have the Golden Seal. See the table below

Self Healing Practices
Day

Information
Attunement (~20 minutes)

1

Self Healing 1: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra) = ~89 minutes

2-3

Rest days

4

Self Healing 2: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra) = ~89 minutes

5-6

Rest days

7

Self Healing 3: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra) = ~89 minutes

8-9

Rest days

10

Self Healing 4: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra) = ~89 minutes

11 - 12

Rest days

13

Self Healing 5: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra
+ Golden Seal @ 5 mins) = ~94 minutes

14 - 15

Rest days

16

Self Healing 6: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra
+ Golden Seal @ 5 mins) = ~94 minutes

17 - 18

Rest days

19

Self Healing 7: (5 symbols @ 15mins each + Rainbow Seal @ 2mins per chakra
+ Golden Seal @ 5 mins) = ~94 minutes

20 - 21

Rest days. (Self Healing & Activation of energies is now complete on Day 21).

22

Congratulations! You may now begin using the energies on others.
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Additional notes for the self healing practice:
The self healing practices are identical to the ‘actual’ practices for using
the Financial Aid energies (as outlined in the next section, Section 6). In
the self healing practices then, you are e ectively giving yourself a full
Financial Aid healing session every three days for 21 days (noting again
that the Golden Seal is only used in the last three sessions)
This is an intensive set of practices which requires good planning, therefore it is best to be
prepared and plan well in advance
Note that the consistent 2 day gap between each self healing is important, therefore it is best to
complete the self healing as prescribed (i.e without missing any healings or leaving more or less
than than 2 days inbetween healings). If you miss a healing or leave more or less than 2 days
between the healings, it is best to start the whole self-healing practice again from the beginning.
(You do not need to re-take the attunement, however you may if you wish to). This is important
as this self healing is also the activation for these energies. [The attunement opens the doorway
(connection) and the self-healing activates the energies within you so that you can channel
them]
It is best to complete the self healing sessions at the same time each day to keep consistent 2 day
intervals between each self healing. You are then receiving a consistent ‘dose’ of the energies
throughout the 21 day period
If you wish to, you are welcome to use the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards during your
self healings. (See Appendix One)

I haven’t yet completed nine RIHS healing sessions, is it still ok for me to use the Golden Seal in
my last three self healing sessions? Yes! When you progress into Section 6, you will see that
when giving a Financial Aid healing session, the Golden Seal is only used if the healing session is
the recipient’s ninth or more Rainbow Intuitive Healing System healing session. But in the above
table, you can see that the rst four self healing sessions will be using the Rainbow Seal and the
last three self healing sessions use the Rainbow Seal AND the Golden Seal. Therefore, if this is
your rst Rainbow course, it is natural to ask ‘Is it ok for me to use the Golden Seal, even if I
haven’t yet received these nine sessions?’ And the answer is yes; during the self healing practice
& activation of the energies, it is important for you to become familiar with & activate the
Golden Seal energies, even though you may not have yet completed nine RIHS healing sessions.
As we understand it, this is why Higher Consciousness have added the Golden Seal to the last
three self healings sessions and we lovingly recommend that all recipients follow these
instructions

Do my self healing sessions count as one of the nine RIHS healing sessions for using the Golden
Seal? Yes. A er you have completed your self healing for this ebook, you will already have seven
RIHS healing sessions under your belt. (And more if you have completed more RIHS ebooks.)
Wonderful!

Can I still do the self healing practices & thus activation of the Financial Aid energies if I am
not currently or consciously experiencing financial difficulties? Yes. It does not matter if you are
not consciously aware or, or experiencing any nancial di culties or obstacles as the energies will
simply go to wherever is needed within you. If you are currently experiencing nancial obstacles
or di culties, then you can use this in your intention at anytime throughout the self healing
sessions
The steps for giving yourself the self healing are outlined on the following pages

.
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Financial Aid Self Healing
1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at
least 100 minutes. As part of your preparation, you may also like to have the following prepared
• If you are using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards then ensure that these are activated,
cleansed and ready for use. (See Appendix One)
• If you are intending to play the mantras (or other music) throughout your self healing session,
then have these ready to play.
• If you are intending to light a candle for your self healing session (in
Step 2) then have this ready also. (In addition to any candles/incense
that you are using here in Step 1)
• If you wish to, you may like to have the images of the Paramatma
Gurus (Maha Sambodhi Dharma Sangha Guru and 7 Gurus) present in
your healing room/ attunement space, if it feels right for you. If you
do have Their images present, it is a good idea to light a candle and
o er incense to them as part of your pre-session preparation. Making
o erings to the Paramatma Gurus increases the merit for the healing
session. Remember to light the candle & incense o ering for the bene t
of all beings, including yourself
2. Invoke the Financial Aid Energies:
Invoke the Financial Aid energies by rstly lighting a candle and secondly, placing your hands
together, ngertips touching in prayer position, and saying the below invocation. If you are going to
use the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards in your self healing session (optional) then it is a
good idea to hold these cards between your palms (stacked, in order) whilst you say the invocation.

“With love, I ask compassionately to call upon the energies of
the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System - Financial Aid energies
to ow for me [your name], for my highest possible good and for
the collective in nite bene t of all beings.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

3. Tap in the Symbol
In Appendix Two you will nd the ve symbols for Financial Aid self-healing, along with the
information about each symbol. (Again, the symbols are used in more than one section in this ebook,
so instead of repeatedly putting the symbols in each section, they are in Appendix Two).

:
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Each symbol is to be tapped into the applicable chakra for 15 minutes. You may nd however that
a er 3 or 4 of your self healing sessions, that the energies may drop o earlier than 15 minutes,
perhaps around 10 minutes, and this is perfectly ok. Trust your intuition and feel the energies. Your
last few self healing sessions may therefore only be around 60 minutes instead of 90. Trust that the
energies are working uniquely and perfectly for you
**
If you are choosing to use the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards, then there are several ways
that you are able to use the cards for the ve symbol practices as outlined below. (You can also nd a
good summary of information in Appendix One, sub-section 5). Simply choose which of the methods
feels most comfortable (perhaps you may like to experiment with di erent ones during your self
healing sessions before deciding).
Using the Financial Aid Symbol Cards (Cards 1 - 5)
✓ Technique 1: Hold the card in the palm of one hand whilst sending the energies.
(Either the right or le hand is ok, whichever you prefer, and your hand will need to be
slightly cupped in order to hold the card). When sending the healing, your hands can be
either
1a) on (touching) your body, or
1b) hovering over (not touching) your bod

‣
‣

✓ Technique 2: Place the card on your chakra (on your body) or as near to the chakra as
possible).
When sending the healing, your hands can be either
2a) on the card (i.e. touching the card & your body), or
2b) hovering over the card & your body (i.e not touching the card or your body).

‣
‣

Remember that cards 1-5 are double sided, so if you use this ‘hovering’ technique you
will be able to see the symbol on the upside of the card which may be beneficial
especially if you are new to using them.
For further information about the cards, see Appendix One.
4. The Rainbow Sea
The Rainbow Seal involves
placing your hands criss-crossed
over each other (right over le ),
over each chakra for 2 minutes,
starting at the Crown Chakra
and working through to the
Base Chakra. The right palm
should cover the back of the le
hand (not the right ngers
crossing the le
ngers) as in
the photos below. “This allows
maximum energy to ow”

Rainbow Seal
Criss-crossed hands: right palm over the back of the left hand
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Starting at the Crown Chakra, place your criss-crossed hands on or above the
Crown Chakra and say the words “Rainbow Seal” seven times. Leave your hands
in this position for 2 minutes. If you wish you can repeat the “Rainbow Seal”
words seven times, over and over throughout the 2 minute period or
alternatively just say it once (seven times)
Note that if you feel you need longer than 2 minutes at a chakra then this is ok. Also, if you feel that
a seal has not worked properly, you can go back and repeat that chakra if you wish. Trust your
intuition
Note that when doing self healing, there are two options for the criss-crossed hand position,
(otherwise the hand position is too awkward to complete due to the limited angle of your hands on
some areas of your body). The rst is with the right ngers pointing upwards and the second is with
right ngers pointing downwards.
For example your criss-crossed hands over your Heart Chakra and Solar Plexus Chakra will be
di erent. Over the Heart Chakra, the right ngers will be pointing upwards, whereas over the Solar
Plexus Chakra, the right ngers will be pointing downwards as in the photos below. (The main
emphasis here is to be comfortable and that as long as your hands are criss-crossed with the right
palm over the back of the le hand, then this is ok).
Rainbow Seal
Criss-crossed hands: right palm over the back of the left hand

Heart Chakra
Right ngers are pointing upward

Soar Plexus Chakra
Right ngers are pointing downward

If you are using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards, then follow the instructions below
Using the Rainbow Seal Card (Card 6)
✓ Place the Rainbow Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm /
on top of the back of the le hand). The rainbow image should be face down (i.e. the
rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Then place your criss-crossed hands
either on (touching) or hovering over your chakra, working your way through each chakra,
from Crown to Base. At each chakra, say the words “Rainbow Seal” seven times
(For more information about what the Rainbow Seal actually does for us energetically, please see
Section 8 of this ebook. And for a good summary of how to use the Rainbow Seal card, please see
Appendix One, sub-section 5.
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5. The Golden Seal (only complete this step for the last three Self Healing sessions i.e.
Sessions 5, 6 & 7
The Golden Rainbow Seal (shortened to Golden Seal) is available to use in your self healing sessions
for sessions 5, 6 & 7. If this is your 5th, 6th or nal Financial Aid self healing session, then you can
give the Golden Seal energies explained in this step. If you are only up to session 1, 2, 3 or 4, then
simply omit this step
The Golden Seal is similar to the Rainbow Seal in that you use the same hand
con guration (i.e. hands criss crossed, right palm over the back of the le hand),
however with the Golden Seal you are only working on the Third Eye Chakra
Place your criss-crossed hands over your Third Eye Chakra and repeat the words
“Golden Seal” nine times. Leave your hands in this position for 5 minutes. If you wish you can repeat
the “Golden Seal” words nine times, over and over throughout the 5 minute period or alternatively
just say it once (nine times)
If you are using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards, then follow the instructions below
Using the Golden Seal Card (Card 7)
✓ Place the Golden Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm / on
top of the back of the le hand). The golden rainbow image should be face down (i.e. the
rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Then place your criss-crossed hands
either on (touching) or hovering over your Third Eye Chakra. Repeat the words “Golden
Seal” nine times
For more information about what the Golden Seal actually does for us energetically, please see
Section 9 of this ebook. And for a good summary of how to use the Golden Seal card, please see
Appendix One, sub-section 5
6. Give Thank
As always, it is good practice to close our self healing session with love and gratitude. Perhaps you
wish to say something like the following. (If you have used them during the session, it is a good idea
to hold the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards (stacked, in order) in between your palms whilst
they are in prayer position, as you say the closing thanks).

“Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou for these Divine Rainbow
Healing energies. May this self healing session be completely
successful, for the bene t of all beings. And it is so.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

6. Cleanse the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Card
A er your self healing session has nished and when you feel ready, it is a good idea to cleanse your
cards before their next use (if you have used them). (See Appendix One, sub-section 4.

.
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6. How To Give An In-Person Financial Aid Healing Session:
All Rainbow Intuitive Healing System in-person sessions are of a similar layout, being ve symbol
practices followed by the Rainbow Seal (& Golden Seal, if using it) as outlined in the tables below.
However as a RIHS session is quite long in duration, there are two options to o er the recipient for
when they would like to roll over, to help them remain comfortable throughout: Table 1 is for if the
recipient chooses to roll over twice, at 30 minute intervals and Table 2 is for if the recipient chooses
to roll over once, at the half way mark of 45 minutes

Financial Aid Healing Session
* Rolling over twice at 30 minute intervals

Symbol

Symbol Name

Chakra

Time

1

Aqueon

Third Eye

15 minutes

2

Blequeon

Heart

15 minutes

First roll over (at ~30 minutes)
3

Noqueon

Third Eye

15 minutes

4

Sellequeon

Heart

15 minutes

Second roll over (at ~60 minutes)
5

Mellequeon

Third Eye

15 minutes

-

Rainbow Seal

All 7 Chakras

2 minutes per chakra = 14 minutes

-

Golden Seal *

Third Eye

5 minutes (*only if using it)

Total Time =

89 mins (+ 5 mins for Golden Seal if using)

Financial Aid Healing Session
* Rolling over once at half way (45 minutes)

Symbol

Symbol Name

Chakra

Time

1

Aqueon

Third Eye

15 minutes

2

Blequeon

Heart

15 minutes

3

Noqueon

Third Eye

15 minutes

Half way roll over (at ~45 minutes)
Sellequeon

Heart

15 minutes

5

Mellequeon

Third Eye

15 minutes

-

Rainbow Seal

All 7 Chakras

2 minutes per chakra = 14 minutes

-

Golden Seal *

Third Eye

5 minutes (*only if using it)

Total Time =

89 mins (+ 5 mins for Golden Seal if using)
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Making the Healing Appointment(s)
When you are making an appointment for a Financial Aid healing
session, there are a few things to remember to explain to the
potential recipient. (You may like to print these pages to keep
handy)
1. The words “Financial Aid” are likely to stir grand emotions
within any recipient, who may from this title believe that they
are receiving sessions to suddenly become rich, or to melt away
all their nancial problems. Therefore, it is very important then
to explain prior to the sessions about what Higher
Consciousness has said

“Free-flowing financial abundance is directly related to karmic circumstances and your intention
for your financial abundance. Do not be fooled into financial abundance for egoic greed.”
In some cases, it may be helpful for the recipient to understand more about karma and obtaining
karmic merits by reading the Accumulating Karmic Merits In The Highest Possible Way webpage
and to re ect clearly on what their intentions are for these nancial healing sessions. If the
intention is to “get rich” or “win the lottery” or “buy a Porsche”, then likely the recipient will leave
the sessions disappointed, because they will not see the deep healing that is taking place
2. For in person sessions, the rst healing session will take approximately 2 hours, allowing 90
minutes of healing and ~30 minutes for pre-healing & post-healing information. Note that the
second, third, fourth,
h, sixth, seventh (and eighth if you’re doing two sessions in week 1)
healing sessions may require less time (for the symbol practices and pre/post healing
information) therefore inform the recipient that these sessions may only be 1.5 - 2 hrs long.
(Please note here that distance healing sessions can be done in a shorter amount of time).
3. The healing sessions work best if done as a set over a seven week period (either 7 or 8 sessions
during that time, depending if you choose to do one or two sessions in the rst week). (See
Section 2). Therefore it is a good idea to schedule all seven or eight sessions in advance, if
possible
4. These sessions are not like a normal Reiki session in that you will only be placing your hands on
the recipient’s Heart & Crown Chakra, not all seven chakras. If your recipient has received Reiki
sessions before it will be important to let them know this so they are not expecting more hand
positions
5. Because these energies accelerate the nancial healing process by working through a series of
layers of healing, the healing can be quite intensive and therefore the recipient may feel
emotionally and physically exhausted in the hours (or days) a er the session. Although this is a
very healthy sign of the deep healing taking place, it is good to let the recipient know
beforehand, so that they can plan the rest of their day/week accordingly
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6. Ask the recipient if they are comfortable lying down for 90 minutes, as if not, you may wish to
o er them the option of receiving their session (or part of the session) in a chair. (Ensure that
you are also comfortable with this option before o ering it, as it may be more awkward for you
to reach their Heart Chakra for long periods of time and to perform the Rainbow Seal/Golden
Seal if they are in a chair). Also remember that the recipient can roll over twice at 30 minute
intervals, or once at 45 minutes - whichever is most comfortable for them, as this may help them
with the thought of lying down for 90 minutes
7. Inform the recipient that they are welcome to bring something associated with their nancial
di culties, or perhaps their nancial goal, to the session, to place beside the candle when they
light it prior to the healing commencing. This may help them to set a clear intention. Remind
them again about the previously explained “intention” behind their sessions, as this is critical.
Bringing a bank statement to place beside the candle will not result in a sudden unexplained
“deposit” towards a fancy new yacht! Bringing something is completely optional and the
recipient is welcome to bring something only if it feels right for them
8. In the days before the healing session, the recipient may like to re ect on their nancial
di culties to help open them for healing. For example, re ecting on past nancial achievements
or di culties & the emotions / people associated with those. Also, thinking about their intention
for the healing sessions and how they would like to heal, recover or move forwards in their life.
You can explain that at the start of the healing session they are able to set their intention for the
healing, so they may simply like to think about their intention in advance
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In-Person, Financial Aid Healing Session
1. Preparation
Before the recipient arrives, undertake your usual pre-session preparations, including preparing your
healing space, along with the following
• If you are using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards then ensure that these are activated,
cleansed and ready for use. (See Appendix One)
• If you are intending to play the mantras (or other music) throughout your self healing session,
then have these ready to play
• If you are intending to o er your recipient a candle to light prior to receiving their healing, then
have this ready along with a lighter/matches
• If you are intending to o er the recipient a post-healing Information sheet (see Appendix Three)
at the end of the session, then have one printed & ready, or remember to ask the recipient for
their email address to email it out a er the session
• If you wish to, you may like to have the images of the Paramatma Gurus
(Maha Sambodhi Dharma Sangha Guru and 7 Gurus) present in your
healing room if it feels right for you. If you do have Their images present,
it is a good idea to light a candle and o er incense to them as part of your
pre-session preparation. Making o erings to the Paramatma Gurus
increases the merit for the healing session. Remember to light the candle
& incense o ering for the bene t of all beings, including yourself
Take a few minutes to centre yourself and prepare internally for the session.
2. Welcome & Informatio
Once the recipient has arrived, take time to make them comfortable and welcome as per usual.
Outline the process for the Financial Aid healing, being sure to explain the information on the
previous page (for example that this will not be the same as a normal Reiki session, in that it will
take 1.5-2hours to complete, you will not be moving your hands to every chakra (only Heart &
Crown) and that you will be using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards (if you plan to do so).
You may like to ask the recipient if they would like to roll over once, at 45 minutes, or twice, at 30
and 60 minutes. (Some people may nd it di cult to lie in one position for 45 minutes, especially as
a normal Reiki session is usually 60 minutes or less in total).
You may also like to ask the recipient if they would like to start
face up or face down (it makes no di erence as to which side of
the body you tap the energies into, however some recipients may
have a comfort preference). Note that if the recipient would like
to turn over twice, at 30 and 60 minutes, they may prefer to start
face-up so that only one third of their session is face down
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3. Opening & Setting Intention
Before the healing session commences, you
may like to o er the recipient a candle to light.
This signi es the opening of the healing session
and is a good time for the recipient to set their
intention for the healing session also (if they wish
to). They can do this out loud, or silently in their
head, whichever feels right for them.
Also, if you have discussed it with the person presession, then they may have brought along
something to put beside the candle when it is lit;
something associated with, or meaningful to,
their nancial di culty or nancial goal.
Note that this is only an optional step if it resonates with the recipient. If not,
then lighting the candle and setting their intention is su cient
4. Move the Recipient To The Healing Table or Chai
Once the recipient’s intention has been set (and the candle is lit if they are
doing this), you are then able to commence the healing session by moving the
recipient into position on the healing table or chair, ensuring they are
comfortable and ready to commence. Remember to start them face up or face
down as per previous discussions
5. Invoke the Financial Aid Energie
Invoke the Financial Aid energies by saying something like the following. If
you are using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards then you may like
to hold them between your palms (stacked, in order) whilst saying the
invocation

“With love, I ask compassionately to call upon the
energies of the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System - Financial
Aid energies to ow for [name of recipient]. May these energies
heal everything related to their nancial abundance and bring
about a new level of light within him/her, for the bene t of all
beings. Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

If you wish to, it is a nice idea to ask the recipient to now open themselves to receiving the energies
6. Tap in the Symbol
In Appendix Two you will nd the ve symbols for Financial Aid healing sessions, along with the
information about each symbol
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Each symbol is to be tapped into the applicable chakra for 15 minutes, however
trust your intuition if you feel the recipient needs more or less time at a particular
symbol. You may nd that during the second, third, fourth,
h, sixth, seventh
(and eighth if you’re doing two sessions in week 1) sessions that the symbols
require less time, perhaps only 10 minutes each, or conversely, it is also possible
that all seven (or eight) healing sessions will require the full amount of time. As
always, every healing session & every recipient is unique, therefore trust your
intuition and feel when the energies start to drop o or you are intuitively guided to move on.
When tapping in the symbol during the 15 minutes, you may like to also say a rmations such as
• “May these energies help (name) to open their heart to the free- owing nancial abundance
that they deserve”
• “May these energies help (name) to step forwards into free- owing nancial abundance for the
bene t of all beings”
• May these energies help (name) to have nancial independence for the bene t of all beings”.
• May these energies help (name) to ascend into new levels of light”
• May these energies help (name) to be open and willing to receive”
If you have chosen to work with the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards then you are able to
start using the symbol cards (cards 1 - 5) here
There are several ways to use the cards for the ve symbol practices as outlined below. (You can also
nd a good summary of information in Appendix One, sub-section 5). Perhaps a er completing your
self healing practices you are now familiar with these methods and have chosen which one feels
most comfortable for you. Or perhaps you are someone who will enjoy using all three methods,
depending on the situation & recipient
Using the Symbol Cards (Cards 1 - 5)
See Video 4 - Using the Symbol Cards (Cards 1 - 5) in an In-Person Session
✓ Technique 1: Hold the card in the palm of one hand whilst sending the energies.
(Either the right or le hand is ok, whichever you prefer, and your hand will need to be
slightly cupped in order to hold the card). When sending the healing, your hands can be
either
1a) on (touching) the recipient, or
1b) hovering over (not touching) the recipient

‣
‣

✓ Technique 2: Place the card on the recipient’s chakra (on their body) or as near to the chakra
as possible).
When sending the healing, your hands can be either
2a) on the card (i.e. touching the card & the recipient), or
2b) hovering over the card & recipient (i.e not touching the card or the recipient).

‣
‣

Remember that cards 1-5 are double sided, so if you use this ‘hovering’ technique you
will be able to see the symbol on the upside of the card which may be beneficial
especially if you are new to using them.
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7. The Rainbow Seal
The Rainbow Seal involves placing your hands criss-crossed over each other (right
over le ), over each chakra for 2 minutes, starting at the Crown Chakra and
working through to the Base Chakra. The right palm should cover the back of
the le hand (not the right ngers crossing the le
ngers) as in the photos
below. “This allows maximum energy to ow”.

Rainbow Seal
Criss-crossed hands: right palm over the back of the left hand

X
Starting at the Crown Chakra, place your criss-crossed hands on or above the Crown Chakra and say
the words “Rainbow Seal” seven times. Leave your hands in this position for 2 minutes. If you wish
you can repeat the “Rainbow Seal” words seven times, over and over throughout the 2 minute period
or alternatively just say it once (seven times)
Note that if you feel you need longer than 2 minutes at a chakra then this is ok. Also, if you feel that
a seal has not worked properly, you can go back and repeat that chakra if you wish. Trust your
intuition
If you are using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards, then follow the instructions below
Using the Rainbow Seal Card (Card 6)
See Video 5 - Using the Rainbow Seal & Golden Seal Cards (Cards 6 & 7) in an In-Person Session
✓ Place the Rainbow Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm /
on top of the back of the le hand). The rainbow image should be face down (i.e. the
rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Then place your criss-crossed hands
either on (touching) or hovering over the recipient’s chakra, working your way through
each chakra, from Crown to Base. At each chakra, say the words “Rainbow Seal” seven
times
(For more information about what the Rainbow Seal actually does for us energetically, please see
Section 8 of this ebook. And for a good summary of how to use the Rainbow Seal card, please see
Appendix One, sub-section 5
V1: 19.09.21
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8. The Golden Seal (only complete this step if this is the recipient’s ninth or more Rainbow
Intuitive Healing System healing session
The Golden Rainbow Seal (shortened to Golden Seal) is available to the recipient if this is their ninth
or more healing session with any of the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System energies (including bydistance sessions - and also, for you yourself as a RIHS practitioner, any self-healing sessions you have
done to become a RIHS practitioner). If this is the recipient’s ninth or more healing session, then you
can give the Golden Seal energies explained in this step. If the recipient has not yet reached nine
Rainbow healing sessions, then simply omit this step
The Golden Seal is similar to the Rainbow Seal in that you use the same hand con guration (i.e.
hands criss crossed, right palm over the back of the le hand), however with the Golden Seal you are
only working on the Third Eye Chakra
Place your criss-crossed hands over your Third Eye Chakra and repeat the words “Golden Seal” nine
times. Leave your hands in this position for 5 minutes. If you wish you can repeat the
“Golden Seal” words nine times, over and over throughout the 5 minute period
or alternatively just say it once (nine times)
If you are using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards, then follow the
instructions below
Using the Golden Seal Card (Card 7)
See Video 5 - Using the Rainbow Seal & Golden Seal Cards (Cards 6 & 7) in an In-Person Session
✓ Place the Golden Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm / on
top of the back of the le hand). The golden rainbow image should be face down (i.e. the
rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Then place your criss-crossed hands
either on (touching) or hovering over the recipient’s Third Eye Chakra. Repeat the words
“Golden Seal” nine times
For more information about what the Golden Seal actually does for us energetically, please see
Section 9 of this ebook. And for a good summary of how to use the Golden Seal card, please see
Appendix One, sub-section 5
9. Give Thank
As always, it is good practice to close our healing session with love and gratitude. Perhaps you wish
to say something like the following. (If you have used them during the session, it is a good idea to
hold the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards in between your palms (stacked, in order) whilst
they are in prayer position, as you say the closing thanks).

“Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou for these Divine Rainbow
Healing energies. May this healing session be completely
successful, for the bene t of all beings. And it is so.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”
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10. Session En
Follow your usual procedures for ending your healing session, by ‘waking’ the recipient gently,
letting them know the session has nished and then allowing them time to ‘come back’. You may like
to o er them a glass of water and/or leave them to get up in their own time.
Once they have awakened, you may like to o er them some post-healing information (or the post
healing information sheet - see Appendix Three) as these energies are very intensive and it is o en
helpful for the recipient to have something to take away with them in order to have additional
support, and to know what to expect a er the session
11. Cleanse the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Card
A er the recipient has le and you have cleared up a er the healing session, remember to cleanse
your cards if you have used them. (See Appendix One, sub-section 4.
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7. How To Give A By-Distance Financial Aid Healing Session:
Financial Aid healing sessions are also able to be given by distance and only require one third to half
the amount of time for each of the symbol practices, (however the Rainbow Seal & Golden Seal
remain the same) as shown in the table below.
In an in-person session each symbol is given for 15 minutes, however when
sending by distance you can choose to send each symbol for either 5
minutes (1/3rd the regular time) or 8 minutes (half the regular time), or
alternatively use your intuition and feel how long each symbol is required
(somewhere between 5 and 8 minutes).
A er completing your ve symbols, the Rainbow Seal (and Golden Seal
if you are using it) are still given for the regular time periods
If you choose to send the symbols at 1/3rd the time, then your total distance
healing session will take 39 minutes (+5 minutes for the Golden Seal if you
are using it). If you choose to send the symbols at half the time, then your
total distance healing session will take 54 minutes (+5 minutes for the
Golden Seal if you are using it)

Note that Higher Consciousness did not provide any further information on
whether to use 1/3rd or half the regular time, or if there is any difference in
healing between the two timeframes. Therefore as aways, simply follow your
intuition.

Financial Aid Distance Healing Sessions
Symbol

Symbol
Name

Chakra

Time (Symbols @
1/3rd of the Time)

Time (Symbols @
Half of the Time)

1

Aqueon

Third Eye

5 minutes

8 minutes

2

Blequeon

Heart

5 minutes

8 minutes

3

Noqueon

Third Eye

5 minutes

8 minutes

4

Sellequeon

Heart

5 minutes

8 minutes

5

Mellequeon

Third Eye

5 minutes

8 minutes

-

Rainbow Seal

All 7 Chakras

2 minutes per chakra = 14 minutes

2 minutes per chakra = 14 minutes

-

Golden Seal *

Third Eye

5 minutes (*only if using it)

5 minutes (*only if using it)

Total Time =

39 mins
(+ 5 mins for Golden Seal if using)

54 mins
(+ 5 mins for Golden Seal if using)

.
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Making the Distance Healing ‘Appointment(s)’
When you are organising to send a distance Financial Aid healing session,
there are a few things to remember to explain to the recipient. (You may like
to print this page to keep handy)
1. The words “Financial Aid” are likely to stir grand emotions within any
recipient, who may from this title believe that they are receiving sessions
to suddenly become rich, or to melt away all their nancial problems. It is
very important then to explain prior to the sessions about what Higher
Consciousness has said

“Free-flowing financial abundance is directly related to karmic circumstances and your intention
for your financial abundance. Do not be fooled into financial abundance for egoic greed.”
It may be helpful for the recipient to understand more about karma and obtaining karmic merits
by reading the Accumulating Karmic Merits In The Highest Possible Way webpage and to re ect
clearly on what their intentions are for these nancial healing sessions. If the intention is to “get
rich” or “win the lottery” or “buy a Porsche”, then likely the recipient will likely be disappointed
a er the distance healing is sent, because they will not see the deep healing that is taking place
2. The healing sessions work best if done as a set over a seven week period (either 7 or 8 sessions
during that time, depending if you choose to do one or two sessions in the rst week). (See
Section 2). Therefore it is a good idea to schedule all seven or eight sessions in advance, if
possible
3. Each of the distance healing sessions will take approximately 40 - 60 minutes (depending on
how long you are sending each symbol for & if you are using the Golden Seal).
4. The Financial Aid sessions are not like a normal Reiki session in that the energies will be
focused mainly on the Heart & Crown Chakras, rather than all seven chakras
5. Because these energies accelerate the nancial healing process by working through a series of
layers of healing, the healing can be quite intensive and therefore the recipient may feel
emotionally and physically exhausted in the hours (or days) a er the session. Although this is a
very healthy sign of the deep healing taking place, it is good to let the recipient know
beforehand, so that they can plan the rest of their day/week accordingly
6. If possible (if it ts with your timetable), it is good to give the healing session in the a ernoon
or evening so that the recipient can sleep sooner a erwards, to aid in the assimilation of the
energies. (It might be a long day for the recipient if they receive these energies early in the
morning!
7. If the recipient wishes to ‘receive’ the energies at the same time as you send them, (not
necessary but optional), they are welcome to light a candle before the distance healing begins,
setting their intention for the healing. You can then explain a simple process of how to receive
the energies, for example being in a relaxed state and opening themselves up for the duration of
the session
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8. In addition to the optional candle lighting, you can also explain to the recipient that they are
welcome to place something associated with their nancial di culties, or perhaps their nancial
goal, beside the candle when they light it prior to the healing commencing. This may help them
to set a clear intention for their healing session. You can remind them again that setting an
intention is very important for these sessions but you might also like to gently remind them that
placing a bank statement beside the candle will not result in any sudden or unexplained “deposit”
towards buying a Porsche! This recipient ‘setting of intention’ step is completely optional and the
recipient is welcome to do this only if it feels right for them
9. In the days before the healing session, the recipient may like to re ect on their nancial
di culties to help open them for healing. For example, re ecting on past nancial achievements
or di culties & the emotions / people associated with those. Also, they may like to think about
their intention for the healing sessions and how they would like to heal, recover or move
forwards in their life. You can explain that at the start of the healing session they are able to set
their intention for the healing (as explained in the previous step), so this is like a preparation step
for their setting of intention
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By Distance, Financial Aid Healing Session
1. Preparatio
Before sending 'by distance’ healing, undertake your usual pre-distance healing session preparations,
including preparing your healing/sending space, along with the following
• If you are using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards then ensure that these are activated,
cleansed and ready for use. (See Appendix One)
• If you are using a proxy, then ensure you have this cleansed and ready
• If you are intending to play the mantras (or other music) throughout your distance healing
session, then have these ready to play
• Although your recipient is not physically present with you and will therefore not be lighting a
candle in your room (they may be lighting one in their own room however), you may like to light
a candle and set your intention for the recipient’s distance healing session. If you are intending to
do this, then have your candle ready along with a lighter/matches
• If you wish to, you may like to have the images of the Paramatma Gurus (Maha Sambodhi
Dharma Sangha Guru and 7 Gurus) present in your sending space / healing room if it feels right
for you. If you do have Their images present, it is a good idea to light and o er a candle
(additional to the one in the point above) and also some incense to them as part of your presession preparation. Making o erings to the Paramatma Gurus increases the merit for the healing
session. Remember to light the candle & incense o ering for the bene t of all beings, including
yourself
• If you are intending to o er the recipient a post-healing Information sheet (see Appendix Three)
at the end of (or prior to) the session, then ensure you have the recipient’s email address /
contact information to send it out.
Take a few minutes to centre yourself and prepare internally for the distance healing session
2. Invoke the Financial Aid Energie
Invoke the Financial Aid energies by saying something like the following. If you are using the
Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards then you may like to hold them between your palms
(stacked, in order) whilst saying the invocation

“With love, I ask compassionately to call upon the energies of
the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System - Financial Aid energies
to ow for [name of recipient]. May these energies heal
everything related to their nancial abundance and bring about
a new level of light within him/her, for the bene t of all beings.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”
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3. Send the Symbols
Now you are able to commence sending the healing symbols (found in
Appendix Two). Send each symbol to the applicable chakra for approximately 5 8 minutes, however do trust your intuition and feel the energies, as the
recipient may require more or less time with each symbol, depending on their
individual healing. Remember to open your heart expansively in order to send
these divine energies
When sending each symbol during the distance healing, you may like to also say
a rmations such as
• “May these energies help (name) to open their heart to the free- owing nancial abundance
that they deserve”
• “May these energies help (name) to step forwards into free- owing nancial abundance for
the bene t of all beings”
• May these energies help (name) to have nancial independence for the bene t of all beings”.
• May these energies help (name) to ascend into new levels of light”
• May these energies help (name) to be open and willing to receive”
If you would like to use the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards, there are several ways that you
are able to use the cards for the by-distance healing, as outlined below. (You can also nd a good
summary of information in Appendix One, sub-section 5)
Using the Symbol Cards (Cards 1 - 5)
With a Proxy
See Video 6 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (With a Proxy)
✓ Technique 1: Hold the card in the palm of one hand whilst sending the energies.
(Either the right or le hand is ok, whichever you prefer, and your hand will need to be
slightly cupped in order to hold the card). When sending the healing, your hands can be
either
‣

1a) on (touching) the proxy, or

‣

1b) hovering over (not touching) the proxy

✓ Technique 2: Place the card on the proxy’s chakra (on its body) or as near to the chakra as
possible).
When sending the healing, your hands can be either
‣

2a) on the card (i.e. touching the card & the proxy), or

‣

2b) hovering over the card & proxy (i.e not touching the card or the proxy).

Remember that cards 1-5 are double sided, so if you use this ‘hovering’ technique you
will be able to see the symbol on the upside of the card which may be beneficial
especially if you are new to using them.
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4. The Rainbow Seal
For our distance healing session, we complete the Rainbow Seal in the
same way as would with an in-person session, except either visualising it
by distance or using a proxy
For the visualisation technique, you visualise placing your hands, crisscrossed over each of the recipient’s chakras, for 2 minutes per chakra starting at the Crown Chakra
and working through to the Base Chakra
For the proxy technique, you place your criss-crossed hands on the proxy’s chakra, or hovering above
it
In either method, when your hands are over the chakra, you then say the words “Rainbow Seal”
seven times. Leave your hands in this position for 2 minutes. If you wish you can repeat the
“Rainbow Seal” words seven times, over and over throughout the 2 minute period or alternatively
just say it once (seven times)
Note that if you feel you need longer than 2 minutes at a chakra then this is ok. Also, if you feel that
a seal has not worked properly, you can go back and repeat that chakra if you wish. Trust your
intuition
If you are using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards, then follow the instructions below

Using the Rainbow Seal Card (Card 6)
See Video 6 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (With a Proxy)
✓ Place the Rainbow Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm /
on top of the back of the le hand) whilst sending the energies. The rainbow image should
be face down (i.e. the rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Your hands
can either be on (touching) the proxy’s chakra or hovering over the chakra. At each chakra,
say the words “Rainbow Seal” seven times
Without a Proxy
See Video 7 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (Without a Proxy)
✓ Place the Rainbow Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm /
on top of the back of the le hand). The rainbow image should be face down (i.e. the
rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Then, with your hands in this crisscrossed position, either rest them in your lap (or wherever comfortable), or hold them out
in front of you, whilst visualising you are placing your criss-crossed hands over each of the
recipient’s chakras. At each chakra, say the words “Rainbow Seal” seven times

(For more information about what the Rainbow Seal actually does for us energetically, please see
Section 8 of this ebook. And for a good summary of how to use the Rainbow Seal card, please see
Appendix One, sub-section 5
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5. The Golden Seal (only complete this step if this is the recipient’s ninth or more Rainbow
Intuitive Healing System healing session
The Golden Rainbow Seal (shortened to The Golden Seal) is available to the recipient if this is their
ninth or more healing session with any of the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System energies (including
both in-person and by-distance sessions). If this is the recipient’s ninth or more healing session, then
you can give the Golden Seal energies explained in this step. If the recipient has not yet reached nine
Rainbow healing sessions, then simply omit this step
The Golden Seal is similar to the Rainbow Seal in that you use the same hand con guration (i.e.
hands criss crossed, right palm over the back of the le hand), however with The Golden Seal you
are only working on the Third Eye Chakra
Visualise placing your criss-crossed hands over the recipient’s Third Eye Chakra and repeat the words
“Golden Seal” nine times. (You may also wish to physically criss-cross your hands anywhere in front
of you too if that helps). Or if you are using a proxy, then place your criss-crossed hands on or
hovering above the Third Eye Chakra of the proxy. Leave your hands
in this position for 5 minutes. If you wish you can repeat the “Golden
Seal” words nine times, over and over throughout the 5 minute
period or alternatively just say it once (nine times)
If you are using the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards, then
follow the instructions below
Using the Golden Seal Card (Card 7
With a Proxy
See Video 6 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (With a Proxy)
✓ Place the Golden Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm / on
top of the back of the le hand) whilst sending the energies. The golden rainbow image
should be face down (i.e. the rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Your
hands can either be on (touching) the proxy’s Third Eye Chakra or hovering over the Third
Eye chakra
Without a Proxy
See Video 7 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (Without a Proxy)
✓ Place the Golden Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm / on
top of the back of the le hand). The golden rainbow image should be face down (i.e. the
rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Then, with your hands in this crisscrossed position, either rest them in your lap (or wherever comfortable), or hold them out
in front of you, whilst visualising you are placing your criss-crossed hands over the
recipient’s Third Eye Chakra. Say the words “Golden Seal” nine times
(For more information about what the Golden Seal actually does for us energetically, please see
Section 9 of this ebook. And for a good summary of how to use the Golden Seal card, please see
Appendix One, sub-section 5
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6. Give Thank
As always, it is good practice to close our distance healing session with love and gratitude. Perhaps
you wish to say something like the following. (If you have used them during the session, it is a good
idea to hold the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards in between your palms (stacked, in order)
whilst they are in prayer position, as you say the closing thanks).

“Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou for these Divine Rainbow
Healing energies. May this distance healing session be
completely successful, for the bene t of all beings. And it is so.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

7. A er completion of the sessio
A er the distance healing session is completed, remember to cleanse the cards if you have used
them. (See Appendix One, sub-section 4.) And also you may like to send the recipient the posthealing information sheet if you haven’t done so already. (See Appendix Three)
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8. About The Rainbow Seal:
Information about the Rainbow Seal is given below, both
general information as well as speci c information for the
Financial Aid energies
General Rainbow Seal Information
• The Rainbow Seal consolidates and seals the energies from the ve healing symbols used before
it
• It helps to bring all the energies within the recipient back into balance a er the healing from the
ve symbols, restoring harmony as a new level of status quo
• It pushes out any remaining associated blockages
• It helps the recipient to re-evaluate their life in a positive way, anchoring any changes that are
bene cial for their life moving forwards
• It helps them to be more loving, kind and forgiving to themselves (and others)
• It installs more perspective - ‘bigger picture’ understanding
• Rainbow energies in general help the recipient to feel connected, loved, happy, joyous, to have
purpose & ful lment, to take time to ‘smell the roses’, to see and experience the good things in
life, to be able to experience peace
• Each Rainbow Seal that is given (for any Rainbow Intuitive Healing, not just the ones o ered in
this ebook) builds on any previous Rainbow Seals that have been given, helping the recipient’s
overall vibration to increase and thus continued ascension takes place
• The more Rainbow Seals that are given (i.e. the more Rainbow Intuitive Healings that are given),
the longer the Rainbow energies stay with the recipient a er the healing session. In this way,
each Rainbow Seal is ‘building’ the Rainbow energies around the recipient. And by building them,
the Rainbow energy frequencies become more integrated in a person’s life. What a beautiful gi
to o er
The two diagrams on the following pages show what happens during and a er a Rainbow Seal

Speci c Rainbow Seal Information for the Financial Aid Energies
The Rainbow Seal helps to bring a renewed sense of belief in yourself and in nancial freedom. “I
can do it.” It helps to remind the recipient that it’s ok to heal & grow past those old wounds that
kept them nancially denied or dependent
It helps to bring a feeling of
better (already)

nancial stability; that things are going to get better, that they are

The Rainbow Seal may continue to bring out more resistances and fears so continue with
a rmations (such as the ones given to use when tapping in the symbols). “Believe in yourself.

Believe that changes are possible.”
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Diagram 1: The Energetic Changes After The Rainbow Seal is Given

Immediately After The
Rainbow Seal Is Given
After the Rainbow Seal is given to each
chakra, the Rainbow energies slowly
begin to expand from each chakra.
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Approximately 1 Hour
After The Rainbow Seal
Is Given
Within an hour or so, the Rainbow
energies around each chakra have
gradually expanded to completely
surround and engulf the entire recipient.
The Rainbow Seal is then complete.
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Diagram 2:
The Longer-Term Energetic Changes After The Rainbow Seal is Given

After a Few Rainbow
Intuitive Healing Sessions

After Many Rainbow
Intuitive Healing Sessions

Rainbow colours are pale & close
together (narrow) and may only stay
temporarily.

Rainbow colours are wider (expanded),
more brilliant in colour and more
permanent.
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9. About The Golden Seal:
The nal step in the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System is to receive The Golden Seal.

The Golden Seal energies
• Expand on the Rainbow Seal energies by bringing in an abundant golden light, extensively
increasing the depth & radiance of the Rainbow energies
• Increase the capacity of light frequency & healing for the recipient as well as stabilising the
Rainbow energies within the recipient
• Expand and radiate the feelings of happiness, joyousness, purpose & ful lment that the
Rainbow Healings have helped to bring about

Overall, the energies of the Golden Seal are dimensionally far greater than all the previous energies
given (i.e. the symbols & Rainbow Seal - from any of the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
energies). The initial energies of the ve symbols and the Rainbow Seal bring about great healing
and then bring the recipient into a new level of light, peace & happiness. And here, a er receiving
the Rainbow Seal, this is a very satisfactory healing result for any recipient
Those however who persevere with the Rainbow Intuitive Healing Session energies will be rewarded
(when receiving their ninth or more session) with the gi of the Golden Seal. During this divine seal
the recipient will receive fantastic & brilliant golden light that sways and merges throughout their
body, bringing huge depth and radiance to the already in-place energetic frequencies. The healing
energies are forti ed and the resultant light frequency is brighter, clearer and more stable &
integrated.

These Golden Seal energies are only introduced however after a minimum of nine healing sessions
are completed, as the Rainbow energies need time to signi cantly manifest. If the Golden Seal is
given before the ninth session, it will do no harm, however it will be of very little signi cant e ect.
Energetically, it is best to wait for the ninth (or more) healing session to give the Golden Seal.
(Except for when doing the self healing practices as mentioned in the earlier sections of this book)
Similar to the Rainbow Seal energies, the more o en that someone receives the Golden Seal
energies, the more bright, brilliant and stable the golden light becomes, as shown in the diagram on
the following page
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The Longer-Term Energetic Changes After The Golden Seal is Given

After a Few RIHS
Sessions Using
The Golden Seal

After Many RIHS
Sessions Using
The Golden Seal

Golden light is small, pale, sometimes
patchy and not stable.

Golden light is wider (more expanded),
more brilliant in colour, more integrated
and more permanent.
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10. Additional Financial Aid Healing Information:
Note that the Financial Aid healing energies may bring to the surface old nancial (or other)
traumas or emotions that are not (seemingly) associated with the recipient’s current nancial
situation. This is perfectly normal as these energies are o en stored together or entangled together,
so when something is brought up for healing, it can also trigger other energies to rise up for healing
at the same time. And of course, this is all part of the healing process
For example, a er using the Financial Aid energies for only the rst time, Gerry experienced a very
di cult few days with her family in regards to nances. This brought up a lot of emotions relating to
her family, not speci cally to do with the nances, but old wounds that were buried. Ones that Gerry
thought she had already dealt with, but were still clearly festering! Everything was all tangled up
together and it made for quite an epic healing crisis
Therefore, if during one of your healing sessions a recipient has something like this also arising in
their life (where something seemingly unrelated comes to the surface), you can let the recipient
know that if they wish to, they can take time to re ect on what has come up to see if they can
understand how the feelings/understandings/grief/traumas are related (or why its all coming up for
healing now). They may have an understanding or realisation come about, for example about a
pattern of trauma in their life or lives, from which they can then grow further from. Conversely, the
recipient may not come up with any understanding or correlation and may simply just need to
express the pain or emotions in order to heal (for example by crying) and that is also totally ne
Furthermore, as a recipient progresses through their Financial Aid healing sessions (for example
session 2 or 3 or more), they may nd that the energies begin to work at a more subtle level,
spreading the healing throughout wounds, patterns & thoughts that are underlying the emotions of
their nancial abundance.
When a trauma occurs, it can build emotionally on top of the underlying wounds which causes a
compounding emotional manifestation. This can be a part of the reason why each person handles
the same nancial di culty / obstacle di erently (because we all have di erent underlying wounds,
stored emotions and triggers). In some cases, where there are large amounts of stored, unhealed
emotions & wounds, even a small nancial trauma/loss can be enough to create an extreme
emotional breakdown, perhaps being a ‘straw that broke the camel’s back’ type scenario
For example, for Gerry, there were a tremendous amount of nancial and emotional traumas being
brought to the surface a er receiving the Financial Aid energies and it triggered a very painful
response. She felt that she just wanted to quit everything - all the charity work, all of the current
Love Inspiration projects - everything. She just wanted to run as far away as possible from
everything! It brought about such a painful healing crises and this was a ‘straw that broke the
camel’s back’ scenario for Gerry. (Interestingly however, those energies were only very temporary
and a er having moved through them, more clarity came about the nancial abundance
surrounding her, her family, and the current charity projects. From this pain came new realisations wonderful
The understanding to take from this is to reassure the recipient that whatever emotions arise, even if
they are not seemingly directly related to the immediate situation, to just go with whatever arises. If
these things are coming to the surface for healing, then somewhere the energies are intertwined
within them and are now coming to the surface for healing. As Higher Consciousness explained to
Gerry “Remember to be kind to yourself. There is a lot of purging.” So this may be something that
you might like to pass on to your recipients as things start to purge from within

.
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11. Final Comments:
With much love we warmly o er you our deepest
congratulations for completing the Rainbow Intuitive Healing
System - Financial Aid ebook. This grand step forwards on your
pathway will have no doubt brought you some fruitful healing and we do
hope that this set of energies will be a beautifully upli ing healing tool for your divine
healing toolkit. May this now help you to bene t all beings in very profound ways
When o ering these Financial Aid energies to others, in order to help them with
their nancial obstacles or di culties, please remember it is important to understand
and heed this message from Higher Consciousness and share your own understandings about this
with your recipients

“Free- owing nancial abundance is directly rela d
your nancial abundance. Do not be fooled in

karmic circumstances and your in n on for
nancial abundance for egoic greed.

On all occasions, the results from a healing session in general are dependent on the recipient’s karmic
circumstances. And therefore, these Financial Aid energies will divinely work in the same way, in
direct alignment with the recipient’s karma. Again, if you wish to, we lovingly invite you to review
the information on the Accumulating Karmic Merits In The Highest Possible Way webpage in order
to understand more about karma and obtaining karmic merits. As a RIHS Financial Aid practitioner,
sharing this information with your recipients will become extremely important, especially in
managing the expectations of recipients who expect to “get rich” from receiving these energies
Moving forwards, if you have not yet completed all of the RIHS ebooks, then you are welcome to
continue on with these should you wish to, noting that Higher Consciousness has given the
recommendation that there be at least 6 months timeframe between each Rainbow Intuitive
Healing System ebook. This is because these are extensive energies / systems of healing and thus it is
recommended to work with them / allow them to really ‘sink in’ to your energy system before
commencing another RIHS ebook. I.e. they are not just ‘throw away’ energies but rather very deep &
important additions to your healing toolkit. “These energies are to be taken and used seriously with
great commitment”
If this is your nal RIHS ebook, then we further congratulate you on receiving all the sets of energies
within the system. From here, the Ascension Pathway lovingly awaits your return, for the in nite
bene t of all beings.
Finally, if you would like a certi cate for completing the Rainbow Intuitive Healing
System Ebook 3 - Financial Aid, please click on the link to be taken to our website
where you can download a certi cate for this course in PDF format. Simply print it out
and ll it in as you wish. Congratulations

Wi

Love Inspired Blessings

Love Inspiration &
Maitri Foundation
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Would You Like To Help?
You have received these energies and teachings freely and with love due
to the humble and altruistic grace of our donors, sponsors, teachers &
translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and would like to help
make them continually and freely available for others to heal, grow and
awaken from, we lovingly invite you to help in the following ways
Make a donation
Sponsor an ebook
Help us Fundraise
Donate A Healing Session
Donate A Reiki Event
Share with others
Translate for others
Become a teacher
Write a testimonial
Help us improve
Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue o ering ebooks
and courses freely for the in nite bene t of all.
Blessings & Thankyou,

Love Inspiration & Maitri Foundation
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Appendix One
Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards
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1. An Introduction To Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards:
In the Rainbow Intuitive Healing System of energies, Higher Consciousness has lovingly explained
that we are able to use a series of physical ‘cards’ to aid in our healing practices. Each Rainbow
Intuitive Healing System has it’s own set of unique cards.
For the Financial Aid energies, there are eight cards in total, one card for each of the ve symbols
(cards 1 - 5), a Rainbow Card (card 6) which is used for the Rainbow Seal plus a Golden Rainbow card
(card 7) which is used for the Golden Seal. There is also an additional ‘cover’ card (card 0) which is
placed on top of the other cards when being stored. (This cover card is not used in the healing, just
for when storing the cards).
Higher Consciousness explain more about the cards below:

“

e

nc on of

e cards is mul -layered. Firstly,

symbols’ energies embedded help

ampli

e cards wi

and ne-tune

tailoring a very speci c and direct energe c approach for
Secondly,

e equency of

many waves of
wi

e symbol embedded in

e card’s usage (i.e.

And na y,
symbol

e cards serve

roughout

e purpose

e equencies,

e card helps

ere are many more of
an is possible wi

e

e healing taking place

at equency simultaneously, meaning
recipient

at

bring for

e energies are ampli ed

e ‘symbol’ being radia d in

e

just your hands)

aid in your healing by reminding you of

e prolonged 15 minu period. It is a constant reminder

focusing on

e symbol and sending it, for

e grea r bene t of

e

con nue

e recipient.”

The Rainbow Seal is slightly di erent in its function, in that it brings forth the energies of all of the
Financial Aid frequencies

“Here,

e Rainbow Card enables a of

harmoniously. Wi out
wi

e energies

e Rainbow card,

e Rainbow Card,
“

e Golden Seal card is similar in

ese equencies wi s

ow simultaneously and

e energies wi s

e energies are ampli ed and

ampli ing and harmonising

nc on

y however

e harmony is also ampli ed.

e Rainbow Seal card,

e energies. Again, if

ow, however wi

ow beau

e cards are not used,

e Golden Seal card,

e impact

is grea r by a owing a more consis nt and wider s eam of golden light

ow.
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Higher Consciousness explained the di erence between not using the cards, and using the cards in an
analogy. It is like the di erence between giving someone a gi basket - and giving them a gi basket
that is beautifully wrapped, colour co-ordinated, and tailor made for the person receiving it.
Receiving a gi basket is still wonderful, however receiving one that has the extra elements added is
even more wonderful.

“We do not seek here
It is up
for

each individual

em

use.

push anyone in

decide lovingly for

e use of

emselves if

ere is no great downfa in omi ing

ese cards.
e cards feel comfortable

e cards om your healings!

Higher Consciousness also went on to explain that the cards may be more suitable for those who
enjoy the more ‘creative' aspect of using the cards and that those who have their healing routines
more rmly embedded may prefer to stick with the traditional hand-healing methods.
Again, it is entirely up to the individual and either using the cards or omitting them is absolutely ne.
What is most important is that you feel comfortable with your decision
Lastly, if you are unsure about whether to use the cards or not, you can simply go ahead and create
them and then trial them in a few healing sessions. If you decide that you don’t want to use them,
then simply burn the cards (as with all energetic/sacred items, do not throw them away in the
rubbish). Or alternatively, store the cards in your healing room as one day, you may have the ‘call’ or
'feeling' to use them
Overall, using these cards is completely optional and so if they do not feel right for you, then please
undertake your healing sessions (and attunement & self healing sessions) without them. However if
they do feel right for you, then please do go ahead and learn about making them, activating them,
cleansing them & using them as explained in the following sections. We have also made video
tutorials, a list of which are below:
Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Card Video Tutorials
• Video 1 - Making Your Rainbow Cards
• Video 2 - Cleansing Your Rainbow Cards
• Video 3 - Stacking & Storing Your Rainbow Cards
• Video 4 - Using the Symbol Cards (Cards 1 - 5) in an In-Person Session
• Video 5 - Using the Rainbow Seal & Golden Seal Cards (Cards 6 & 7) in an In-Person Session
• Video 6 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (With a Proxy)
• Video 7 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (Without a Proxy)
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2. Making Your Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards:
If you would like to make the Rainbow Intuitive Healing Cards for the Financial Aid energies, then
the process is very simple, however it will take some time and care
The process involves
1. Printing the following two pages (which have the cards on them, front-side and back-side)
2. Cutting out the cards
3. Laminating the cards.

A video tutorial is o ered with love here: Video 1 - Making Your Rainbow Cards

(*Note that the cards in this video are the Grief & Trauma Aid cards, however the Financial Aid cards
are made in the same way).

Additional Notes
• For printing, it’s best to print in colour to get the full rainbow on card 6 and the golden rainbow
on card 7. And also you may like to print on heavy paper / light card to make the cards more
sturdy. (We used 200gm paper)
• Note that cards 1-5 (the symbol cards) have the same design for both the front and back sides,
hence why there are two copies of each card, so that you can cut the cards out and stick them
back to back before laminating them.
These cards are double-sided so that you can see the symbol whilst sending it, if you are using the
technique of sitting the card on the recipient. (Having double-sided cards won't make any
di erence however if you are using the technique of holding the card in the palm of your hand
whilst sending, as you won't be able to see the card).
• Card 0, 6 & 7 are only one-sided and hence only one of each is printed
• The cards can be as big or as small as you wish, however it is a good idea to ensure that they t in
the palm of your hand (if you are going to use them like that), or that they are not too big that
the recipient feels them awkwardly resting on their body (if you are going to place the card on
the Chakra and use them in this way)
• Feel free to personalise your cards by adding notes about what each symbol does, by writing on
the card, however be sure not to write too much, as you do not want to be distracted by reading,
rather than sending the energies! Also, Higher Consciousness recommended that you do not
write anywhere over the symbol on the card.
• The RIHS cards have been speci cally designed, created and embedded with the required energies
by Higher Consciousness. Therefore if you want to use cards, it is best to use the ones given,
rather than making your own as they may not have the same energetic e ect
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Print this page (one copy), in colour

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 1)
Symbol 1 - AQUEON

2

6

3

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 0)

5
4
1

8
7

Third Eye Chakra - 15 minutes

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 2)

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 3)

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 4)

Symbol 2 - BLEQUEON

Symbol 3 - NOQUEON

Symbol 4 - SELLEQUEON

1
8

6

5

2

1

3

6

5

2

8

7

1
2

7

8

4
4

5

6

3
7

3

4
Heart Chakra - 15 minutes

Third Eye Chakra - 15 minutes

Heart Chakra - 15 minutes

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 5)

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 6)

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 7)

Symbol 5 - MELLEQUEON

Rainbow Seal

(use only for the ninth or more rainbow healing session)

1

Golden Seal

2
5

4

8

7

3
6
2 minutes per chakra starting at Crown
Chakra (2mins x 7 chakras = 14 minutes)

Third Eye Chakra - 15 minutes
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Print this page (one copy), in colour. Then cut out each card. For the double-sided cards (cards 1 5), place the two same cards back to back and laminate. For the single-sided cards (cards 0, 6 & 7)
simply laminate as is.
Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 1)
Symbol 1 - AQUEON

2

6

3

5
4
1

8
7

Third Eye Chakra - 15 minutes

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 2)

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 3)

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 4)

Symbol 2 - BLEQUEON

Symbol 3 - NOQUEON

Symbol 4 - SELLEQUEON

1
8

6

5

2

1

3

6

8

7

1
2

7

8

4
4

5
4
Heart Chakra - 15 minutes

5

2

6

3
7

3

Third Eye Chakra - 15 minutes

Heart Chakra - 15 minutes

Rainbow Intuitive Healing System
Financial Aid (Card 5)
Symbol 5 - MELLEQUEON

1

2
5

4

8

7

3
6
Third Eye Chakra - 15 minutes
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3. Activating Your Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards:
As previously mentioned, the cards here in this ebook have already been activated by
yourself when you completed the activation (unlocking) of the energies, outlined on
page IV.
Therefore, a er you print, cut out and laminate the cards, they will already be
activated and ready to use. However, Higher Consciousness have recommended that
it is a good idea to set your intention for the cards, in a way to ‘personalise’ them or
attune them to your energy. You can do this by setting your intention for the cards by completing
the following

Setting your intention for your cards
Set your intention by rstly lighting a candle and secondly, placing your hands in prayer position,
with the cards (all 8 of them) stacked (in order) between your palms, and saying your intention
(out loud). Higher Consciousness did not give an example for an intention, explaining that it is

instead important that you create your own personalised intention, having put some careful thought
& consideration into it.
Once you have said your intention out loud, leave the cards (stacked or splayed out) beside the
candle until the candle goes out. (Ensure your candle will burn for at least 15 minutes). You do not

need to wait by the candle until it goes out, however you are welcome to take this time to meditate
should you wish to.
Anytime a er the candle has gone out, place the stacked cards in between your hands in prayer
position and o er your thanks / gratitude for the cards & the energies. You may then store the
cards ready for their rst use
Congratulations, that is all there is to do in order to complete your intention setting for the cards!

The cards are now embedded with your personalised intention & energy and are ready for use. Until
you are ready to use them, store the cards stacked, in order, with card 0 on the top (face up)
and the Golden Seal card (card 7) on the bottom, also face up. You may like to put a rubber
band around them or a paper clip on them to hold them together. Store your cards
carefully, thoughtfully and respectfully, somewhere clean and where they won’t get
damaged or dirty. For example, on a high shelf in your healing room or on your altar
A couple of additional notes
• Because the cards are activated speci cally for you to use them, Higher
Consciousness have recommended that it is best that only you use them
• If your cards become damaged, you may dispose of them by burning them. Do
not throw them away in the rubbish. You may then reprint new cards and then
re-perform the above setting of intention procedure before using them. (There
is no need to re-activate the energies as per the instructions on page IV, however
you may do so if you wish)
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4. Cleansing Your Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards:
A er each time you use your cards it is a good idea to cleanse them. You can do this by leaving them
in the moonlight, tapping them on a hard surface, placing a crystal on top of them or putting them
on your altar. Or, in addition to these methods, Higher Consciousness have brought through a
speci c procedure for cleansing the cards, which can be seen in the tutorial below:
Video 2 - Cleansing Your Rainbow Cards

(*Note that the cards in this video are the Grief & Trauma Aid cards, however the Financial Aid cards
can be cleansed in the same way).
Instructions for cleansing your Rainbow Cards
1. Stack the cards in order, with Card 0 on the top (face up) and the Golden Seal card on the
bottom (face up)
2. Tap the stacked cards three times on a hard surface (this ‘knocks’ any unwanted energies out of
them)
3. Sit the cards down on a surface, either stacked or splayed out (or hold them in one hand) and
draw the cleansing symbol (shown below) over them. Then immediately swipe your attened
hand over the cards (like you are swiping away any unwanted energies). Repeat this symbol &
swiping action three times. (Note that the cleansing symbol does not have a name, it is the

drawing and swiping actions that are important).
4. Tap the stacked cards again three times on a hard surface.
The cards are now cleansed
and you are able to store
them until their next use.
Store them stacked, in order,
with card 0 on the top (face
up) and the Golden Seal card
on the bottom (face up).

Card Cleansing Symbol
1

2

You may like to put a rubber
band around them or a paper
clip on them to hold them
together.
Store your cards carefully,
thoughtfully and respectfully,
somewhere clean and where
they won’t get damaged or
dirty. For example, on a high
shelf in your healing room or
on your altar

The
Cleansing Symbol
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5. Using Your Rainbow Intuitive Healing System Cards:
There are several ways to use your cards for both in-person and by-distance healing sessions as
outlined below and on the next pages. (Note that most of this information has been included in the
ebook but we wanted to o er a full summary here so that you can refer back to this as you need to)

In-Person:
Using the Symbol Cards (Cards 1 - 5)
See Video 4 - Using the Symbol Cards (Cards 1 - 5) in an In-Person Session
✓ Technique 1: Hold the card in the palm of one hand whilst sending the energies.
(Either the right or le hand is ok, whichever you prefer, and your hand will need to be
slightly cupped in order to hold the card). When sending the healing, your hands can be
either
‣
‣

1a) on (touching) the recipient, or
1b) hovering over (not touching) the recipient

✓ Technique 2: Place the card on the recipient’s chakra (on their body) or as near to the chakra
as possible).
When sending the healing, your hands can be either
‣
‣

2a) on the card (i.e. touching the card & the recipient), o
2b) hovering over the card & recipient (i.e not touching the card or the recipient).

Remember that cards 1-5 are double sided, so if you use this ‘hovering’ technique you
will be able to see the symbol on the upside of the card which may be beneficial
especially if you are new to using them.
Using the Rainbow Seal Card (Card 6)
See Video 5 - Using the Rainbow Seal & Golden Seal Cards (Cards 6 & 7) in an In-Person Session
✓ Place the Rainbow Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm /
on top of the back of the le hand). The rainbow image should be face down (i.e. the
rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Then place your criss-crossed hands
either on (touching) or hovering over the recipient’s chakra, working your way through
each chakra, from Crown to Base
Using the Golden Seal Card (Card 7)
See Video 5 - Using the Rainbow Seal & Golden Seal Cards (Cards 6 & 7) in an In-Person Session
✓ Place the Golden Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm / on
top of the back of the le hand). The golden rainbow image should be face down (i.e. the
rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Then place your criss-crossed hands
either on (touching) or hovering over the recipient’s Third Eye Chakra. Repeat the words
“Golden Seal” nine times
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By-Distance
Using the Symbol Cards (Cards 1 - 5)
With a Proxy
See Video 6 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (With a Proxy)
✓ Technique 1: Hold the card in the palm of one hand whilst sending the energies.
(Either the right or le hand is ok, whichever you prefer, and your hand will need to be
slightly cupped in order to hold the card). When sending the healing, your hands can be
either
‣

1a) on (touching) the proxy, or

‣

1b) hovering over (not touching) the proxy

✓ Technique 2: Place the card on the proxy’s chakra (on its body) or as near to the chakra as
possible).
When sending the healing, your hands can be either
‣

2a) on the card (i.e. touching the card & the proxy), or

‣

2b) hovering over the card & proxy (i.e not touching the card or the proxy).

Remember that cards 1-5 are double sided, so if you use this ‘hovering’ technique you
will be able to see the symbol on the upside of the card which may be beneficial
especially if you are new to using them.

Without a Proxy
See Video 7 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (Without a Proxy)
✓ Technique 1a: Hold the card inbetween both hands.
Then lay your hands resting in your lap or resting wherever you feel most comfortable
whilst sending the distance healing energies. (The rest of the cards are stacked, in order,
somewhere easily accessible near to you.
✓ Technique 1b: Hold the card in one hand.
(Either the le or right hand is ok, whichever is most comfortable for you). Then lay your
hand resting in your lap or resting wherever you feel most comfortable whilst sending the
distance healing energies. (The rest of the cards are stacked, in order, somewhere easily
accessible near to you.
✓ Technique 2: Place the card beside you, or near to you, whilst sending the distance healing
energies.
(For example on a table next to you, sitting on your lap, on the oor next to you). This
enables your hands to be free should you need them
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Using the Rainbow Seal Card (Card 6)
With a Proxy
See Video 6 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (With a Proxy)
✓ Place the Rainbow Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm /
on top of the back of the le hand) whilst sending the energies. The rainbow image should
be face down (i.e. the rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Your hands
can either be on (touching) the proxy’s chakra or hovering over the chakra. At each chakra,
say the words “Rainbow Seal” seven times
Without a Proxy
See Video 7 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (Without a Proxy)
✓ Place the Rainbow Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm /
on top of the back of the le hand). The rainbow image should be face down (i.e. the
rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Then, with your hands in this crisscrossed position, either rest them in your lap (or wherever comfortable), or hold them out
in front of you, whilst visualising you are placing your criss-crossed hands over each of the
recipient’s chakras. At each chakra, say the words “Rainbow Seal” seven times

**
Using the Golden Seal Card (Card 7
With a Proxy
See Video 6 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (With a Proxy)
✓ Place the Golden Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm / on
top of the back of the le hand) whilst sending the energies. The golden rainbow image
should be face down (i.e. the rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Your
hands can either be on (touching) the proxy’s Third Eye Chakra or hovering over the Third
Eye chakra
Without a Proxy
See Video 7 - Using the Rainbow Cards (Cards 1 - 7) in a By-Distance Session (Without a Proxy)
✓ Place the Golden Seal card inbetween your criss-crossed hands (i.e. under the right palm / on
top of the back of the le hand). The golden rainbow image should be face down (i.e. the
rainbow picture is touching the back of your le hand). Then, with your hands in this crisscrossed position, either rest them in your lap (or wherever comfortable), or hold them out
in front of you, whilst visualising you are placing your criss-crossed hands over the
recipient’s Third Eye Chakra. Say the words “Golden Seal” nine times
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Additional general information for using your cards
• When using the cards, you still perform the healing in the same way as you would normally (i.e.
tapping in the symbol and saying it's sacred name)
• The symbol cards can be held in either the le or right hand, as you wish. [However the Rainbow
Seal & Golden Rainbow Seal cards must be used as described, (i.e. under the right palm / on top of
the back of the le hand) inbetween your criss-crossed hands.
• The cards can be used in any Financial Aid healing session, but are optional. Therefore trust your
intuition as to whether or not to use the cards for each session you undertake. It is not necessary
to use the cards for every healing session unless you wish to
Moving & using the cards from the stack
• Before the healing session starts, the cards should be stored stacked, with Card 0 on the top. (You
can put the stacked cards on the healing table or somewhere near to you where they are easily
accessible, as you wish). Only when you get to the point in your healing session when you are
ready to use the rst symbol card should you move Card 0 from the top to the bottom of the
stack, exposing the rst symbol card. Then you can take the rst symbol card o the top and
begin using it
• When you are using a card, the remaining cards should be le stacked, in order (i.e. not scattered
around). It is best to only have one card out at a time, which is the one you are using
• A er you have nished using a card, you then return it to the bottom of the stacked remaining
cards, and take the next card o the top.
To understand further how to move & use the cards from the stack, please see:
Video 4 - Using the Symbol Cards (Cards 1 - 5) in an In-Person Session

Storing the cards when not in use
When your cards are not in use, store them stacked, in order, with card 0
on the top (face up) and the Golden Seal card on the bottom (face up)
Furthermore, you may like to put a rubber band around them or a paper clip
on them to hold them together. Store your cards carefully, thoughtfully and
respectfully, somewhere clean and where they won’t get damaged or dirty.
For example, on a high shelf in your healing room or on your altar

A video tutorial is o ered with love here: Video 3 - Stacking & Storing Your Rainbow Cards

(*Note that the cards in this video are the Grief & Trauma Aid cards, however the Financial Aid cards
are to be stacked and stored in the same way).
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Appendix Two
Symbols

1. Financial Aid Symbols:
As theses symbols are used in more than one section in this ebook, they have been added here in one
space, instead of repeatedly drawing them throughout each section.
On the following pages, you will nd the ve Financial Aid symbols
Each of the symbols also have speci c information relevant to the healing that they do and their
part in the whole Financial Aid healing process
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Symbol 1 - Aqueo

Aqueon
“Calming & Clearing”
Opens up portals to all energetic imbalances within the auric centuries of the recipient. (All the
centuries of auras that the soul has incarnated into). Accesses the blueprints or ‘roadmaps’ to
nancial freedom through accelerated time mapping i.e. the energies move back through time and
space to clear any road blocks to nancial freedom. Blockages are cleared or set aside hastily,
allowing freedom of movement and therefore abundance to manifest. Do not expect great miracles
for your abundance is still created in line with intention and karmic circumstances.

AQUEON
(Pronounced Ake - wee - on)
6

2
3

1
AQUEON

4

5

7
How To Draw AQUEON

8

Place the symbol AQUEON into the Third Eye Chakra for 15 minutes.
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Symbol 2 - Blequeo

Blequeon
“The Power Of Accelerated Mobility”
Having restored the auric pathways (to nancial freedom), light is now poured through the ‘Emerald
Junctions’ (these are like the energy points or ‘fuel stops’ on your roadmap), creating an in ux of
both volume and brightness allowing an increased energetic thrust or boost of abundance. This is
not just about creating a single or one-o boost but rather, by increasing the Emerald Junctions’
capacity, it e ectively widens and straightens the nancial freedom highway (like changing a 10mm
wide exible hose pipe with many knots and kinks in it, to a 30mm or 50mm straight plastic, more
solid, pipe). Here the new ‘pipe’ is less able to be bent or blocked in the future and it carries more
capacity faster and more freely. This provides greater mobility on the nancial highway. This symbol
use may bring an in ux of both joy and sadness as the energies clear. The recipient may remember or
feel past experiences or emotions of nancial pains or su erings.

BLEQUEON
(Pronounced Bleek - wee - on)
1

2

3

8
6

7
4
5

BLEQUEON

How To Draw BLEQUEON

Place the symbol BLEQUEON into the Heart Chakra for 15 minutes.
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Symbol 3 - Noqueo

Noqueon
“Financial Independence”
The ‘formula’ of energetic frequencies for nancial independence is embedded. Here the old
stumbling or forged formulas are broken down and released a er which a period of golden light (the
new formula) is embedded. Financial independence means freedom from being reliant on others to
provide, it means freedom to ow or channel your own creative & destined abundance. You have the
ability to create all that you need, in direct proportion to intention and bene t to all. Remember this
as the new energies of nancial independence do not ow for sel sh or worldly desires. The power
of these energies is created and forti ed by the steeped and clear intention to bene t all.

Noqueon
(Pronounced Nock - wee - on)
6

5
1

2

8

7

4
NOQUEON

3

How To Draw NOQUEON

Place the symbol NOQUEON into the Third Eye Chakra for 15 minutes.
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Symbol 4 - Sellequeo

Sellequeon
“Healing Emotional Distress Flares”
Throughout your time (your lives), nancial distresses and burdens have created wounds and
su erings buried deep within the neural and cellular pathways of repeated incarnations. These
wounds, when reopened or touched, create emotional distress ares which are a seemingly
exaggerated reaction to a simple (or complex) situation based on a previous nancial pain or
su ering. These emotional stress ares can o en be ‘explosive’ and detrimental, redirecting the
energies of the pain into emotional distress over and over again (until the wound is healed). The
Sellequeon energies create a large-volumed in ux of emotionally soothing frequencies which soothe
and reduce the pathways of these nancial-emotional distress ares. Although not completely
dissolved in all cases (due to karmic circumstances), the patterns of repeated ares are broken or
reduced by healing from the heart of the a icting matters, allowing a far less / smaller reaction and
an accelerated phase healing (meaning you go through the whole process of ‘trigger - pain - distress healing’ much faster and easier). The recipient may feel uncomfortable energies during this symbol
use, like parts of their energies are being corroded or ‘eaten away at’. Say goodbye to these old
patterns and release them with love

Sellequeon
(Pronounced Sill - eh - kwee - on)
1

5

2
8

7

4
SELLEQUEON

6

3

How To Draw SELLEQUEON

Place the symbol SELLEQUEON into the Heart Chakra for 15 minutes.
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Symbol 5 - Mellequeo

Mellequeon
“Light Promotion”
Having now expanded the nancial light capacity with your auric system, having removed or set
aside blockages and having reduced the patterns of emotional distress ares igniting, the recipient is
now ready to begin the stages of light promotion. Slowly and gradually, depending on the recipient’s
intention and karmic circumstances, the nancial light energies will begin to ow more clearly and
abundantly. Do not be ego-tricked into thinking a great windfall is coming, but rather, just a change
in the tide, to it being more ‘in’ than ‘out’
Here, a de nite surrender is required. Some may feel scared to step forwards so reassurance may be
required. “I step forwards into free owing nancial abundance for the bene t of all.” “I am safe to
step forwards into free owing nancial abundance.” “I open my heart to the free- owing natural
abundance that I deserve.” It is also helpful for the recipient to continually open their heart during
this symbol practice. If there is resistance (fear) then repeatedly open the heart and use these
a rmations. The a rmations can also be continued in the 3-4 days a er the session is complete

Mellequeon
(Pronounced Mell - eh - kwee - on)
2

1

5

4

8

7

3
MELLEQUEON

6
How To Draw MELLEQUEON

Place the symbol MELLEQUEON into the Third Eye Chakra for 15 minutes.
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Post Healing Information
For Rainbow Intuitive Healing

Financial Aid Healing Sessions
Congratulations on receiving your Financial Aid healing session. We hope your session was
bene cial for you and that you continue to receive lasting bene ts from the energetic changes that
have taken place within your energy eld. As your body has now received a range of upli ing and
healing energies, it is important to note the following post-healing information
• Because these energies accelerate the nancial healing process by working through a series of
layers of healing, the healing can be quite intensive and therefore you may feel emotionally and
physically exhausted in the hours (or days) a er the session. This is a very healthy sign of the
deep healing taking place
• If you nd there is a lot of emotion pouring out a er the healing session (in the hours or days
a erwards) it is a good idea to take good care of yourself by doing what you feel you need at the
time. This may mean anything from crying to spending time in nature, going swimming, going to
the beach, or taking a shower or bath in order to help cleanse the purging energies
• Please know that the Financial Aid healing energies may bring to the surface old nancial (or
other) traumas or emotions that are not (seemingly) associated with your nancial situation.
This is perfectly normal as these energies are o en stored together or entangled together, so
when something is brought up for healing, it can also trigger other energies to rise up for healing
at the same time. Try to think of this as a part of the process. And if you wish to, take time to
re ect on what is coming up and see if you can understand how they are related (or why its
coming up for healing now). You may have an understanding or realisation come about, for
example about a pattern of trauma in your life or lives, from which you can grow further from
• Whenever receiving these healing energies, please be mindful of what Higher Consciousness have
said: “Free-flowing financial abundance is directly related to karmic circumstances and your

intention for your financial abundance. Do not be fooled into financial abundance for egoic
greed.” As your healing stages progress and should any healing crises come about, it is important
to keep this in mind, especially with regards to your intention

.
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• As the free- owing nancial abundance energies continue to open within you, you may feel
resistances or fears coming to the surface. Financial blocks can o en be associated with
persecution or judgement from past lives (if there were times when you had nancial
abundance) and as such, releasing those inbuilt fears or judgements (such as “I will be persecuted
for having abundance”) can be very scary. If such fears or resistances come to the surface, then
using a rmations such as those listed below may help

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

“I open freely to nancial abundance.
“I deserve nancial freedom.
“May my nancial independence bene t all beings.
“I am open and willing to receive.
“I make good nancial decisions.
“I am free to use money wisely for the bene t of all.
“I open to a stable in ux of new nancial light.”
“I step forwards into free- owing nancial abundance for the bene t of all.”
“I am safe to step forwards into free- owing nancial abundance.”
“I open my heart to the free- owing natural abundance that I deserve.

• Note that in the days a er each healing session, it is likely that you will be ‘tested’ with regards
to your old or ingrained beliefs about nances/abundance. For example, how much do you really
believe that you deserve nancial freedom? “Remember your financial freedom is for the benefit
of all and not just for the egoic self." (Higher Consciousness asked for this sentence to be
underlined). “This is key”.
• Remember that as your nancial independence light grows, you may see changes in the people
around you too. Some may become more supportive, some may become fearful / skeptical /
unsupportive due to their own blocks coming up. (In some cases this may temporary, in others,
these people / or symptoms / or employment may simply leave your life). Although this may feel
scary, or like you have ‘opened pandoras box’ your growth is not something to be ashamed of and
reminding yourself that change is good/bene cial/needed, may help
• A er your healing session, look out for any ingrained personal beliefs that come to the surface. It
may be helpful to write them down as if any ‘tests' come, these may be the ‘roots’ being tested.
You may also like to take any written down beliefs to your next Financial Aid session, as focus
points for your next layers of healing. Ingrained personal beliefs could be things like
“Wealth creates disharmony.”
“My wealth creates su ering for others.
“There is never enough.
“Wealth creates fear.”
“I am/we are not deserving.”
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In addition to the above speci c information for the Financial Aid energies, below is further general
post-healing information:

1. Water: It is very important that you drink plenty of water in the 24 hours
immediately a er your session. This is so that your body can ush out any toxins
or wastes that have been purged out of your body during and a er the session.
For best results, try to keep the water intake up for another consecutive two
days if possible
2. Changes: As old or unwanted energies shi
following over the next few days

from within, you may experience any of the

• Nothing at all (and that’s perfectly ne and normal!
• Tiredness, sometimes feeling like you’ve 'been hit by a bus'. (This is a temporary phase,
usually lasting at most one day, as your body purges out old energy. Give your body lots of
rest and anything else it needs.
• An abundance of energy. (Although you may feel energetic, take things very easily as this is
just a temporary phase as your energy adjusts and balances. If you feel like exercising, then
do so in moderation and be gentle on yourself).
• Spontaneous feelings and emotions; crying, sadness, happiness etc.
(O en a er healing, your body will continue to clear energy
blockages by releasing emotions. This is very healthy and normal)
• Tingling sensations over your body. (This is simply the energy moving
and balancing out within your body a er the healing work)
• A change in bowel / urine motions.
• For women, menstrual cycles may be slightly a ected
• A change in diet, either eating less or more – or wanting di erent foods
• Changes in thought patterns & perspectives. (When healing takes place
it can sometimes shi old ' lters' in our minds, changing our outlook on
life, sometimes changing old habits & patterns, generating ‘light bulb’
moments and an increased quest for spiritual knowledge)
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3. Grounding: Sometimes a er a healing session (immediately, or in days to come) you may
experience what is called being 'ungrounded'. This simply means that your energy is not earthed
and you may experience sensations such as feeling ‘ oaty’ or ‘airy-fairy’,
being clumsy (dropping your toast, tripping over etc.) or just generally
feeling like you are not quite ‘with it’.
There are some simple remedies for this including
walking barefoot on the earth/grass,
digging in the garden with a spade
hugging a tree (yes it really works!
or the following grounding exercise:
Stand with both feet at on the oor and imagine yourself as a tree. Visualise big, strong tree
roots growing out of your feet and deep into the earth. Imagine them growing downwards and
outwards as far as possible, to ensure you are rmly ‘rooted’ in the earth. Feel your energy change
as you draw up the earth’s energy through your roots and allow it to ll your body. You can do
this exercise anywhere, at any time you feel you need it

Overall it is important to understand that a er receiving energy
based healing, there are a number of temporary sensations that
may arise. Your body is now purging out what it needs to in order
to make space for new wonderful energy to take its place. So
please be patient and let your body do what it needs to do. If you
feel tired, then rest. If you feel hungry, then eat. If you feel like
crying, then cry.
As healing occurs in layers, it is important to understand that
although one session certainly begins the healing process,
continuing through the recommended schedule of Financial Aid
healing sessions is most recommended.

Healing Occurs In Layers,
Similar To Peeling An Onion
One Layer At A Time

If you would like more information about the healing crisis,
please click on the link

May your healing bring about beautiful and divine energetic changes within you for your greatest
good and for the bene t of all beings
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For the Infinite Benefit Of All
May all beings awaken into light!
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